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Professional Services Capability 

Framework: Planning 

 This document sets out in one place all of the information relating to the Planning capability, including: 

 Capability indicators 

 Ineffective behaviours 

 Development suggestions, tips, tools and activities 

 Formal learning options 

This is support you in developing in this particular capability. This document should always be read with the Professional Services Capability 

Framework. 

 

https://blogs.shu.ac.uk/shupdreviewtoolkit/files/2019/02/Final-Full-Capability-Framework.pdf
https://blogs.shu.ac.uk/shupdreviewtoolkit/files/2019/02/Final-Full-Capability-Framework.pdf
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Planning  
Plans work, projects and programmes to ensure results are delivered on time and to quality standards 
 

    
Foundation Adept Advanced Strategic 

 

Takes ownership of and uses initiative 
to manage tasks and processes 
 
Organises self to meet priorities and 
deadlines  
 
Reprioritises own work regularly to 
achieve set goals  
 
Simplifies processes to achieve better 
outcomes  
 
Manages workload to achieve results  
 
Deals with competing demands and 
deadlines  
 
Knows when to escalate 
 
Responds flexibly to changing 
circumstances  

Breaks down projects into objectives 
and goals and accurately scopes length 
and difficulty of tasks  
 
Manages projects 
 
Ensures time and resources are used 
effectively to maximise efficiency  
 
Checks and reports on progress on 
achievements against plans  
 
Knows when to escalate issues or risks  
 
Plans efficiently for medium and long 
term 
 
Organises resources for short and 
medium term and reprioritises as 
necessary  
 
Allocates and manages resources to 
ensure that projects and programmes 
align to key strategic aims and are 
future-focused 
 
 

Takes accountability for the 
successful delivery of key projects 
and/or programmes  
 
Manages risks and ensures benefits 
of projects and programmes are 
maximised 
 
Organises the team to deliver work as 
required  
 
Provides clear and accurate reporting 
against progress and performance  
 
Highlights risks to key deliverables  
 
Plans and resources multi-service 
activity with other service users 
 
Oversees end to end processes and 
co-ordinates actions to improve 
services 
 
Liaises outside immediate team 
 
Reviews and reprioritises activity to 
meet changing needs   

Sets targets and performance goals 
 
Sets a sense of direction 
 
Empowers individuals and delegates 
decision making 
 
Holds individuals and teams to 
account for delivery of projects and/or 
programmes  
 
Agrees scope of projects and 
deliverable outcomes 
 
Identifies dependencies, risks and 
opportunities 
 
Oversees planning and resourcing for 
multiple teams/functions ensuring 
resources are deployed effectively 
and efficiently 
 
Contributes to the development of 
strategy and plans; influences 
strategic priorities and outcomes for 
corporate responsibilities  
 

 

 

 

Focus on Outcomes   

 

 

Grades 2, 3, 4 & 5 Grade 6 Grades 7, 8 & 9 

 

SSG  
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Planning: Ineffective behaviours  
Examples of behaviours which are ineffective and may indicate a need for further discussion or development 

For all  Misses deadlines or fails to flag in advance to their manager where deadlines might be missed 

 Ignores, underestimates or underplays risks to delivery and does not escalate them at an appropriate time when they can be 

managed 

 Prioritises their own lower priority work instead of helping the team to deliver higher priorities when workloads are high 

 Allows progress towards long term goals to slip while focusing only on short term deliverables  

 Does not understand their team or business area's long term plans and priorities and therefore plans or prioritises only on a 

daily or weekly basis 

 Sticks to existing plans even when needs change and work should be reprioritised 

 Is regularly late for or postpones meetings 

For leaders and 
managers 

 Does not put in place or communicate a clear strategy or plan for their business area, or ignores their existing plan when taking 

on or allocating new work  

 Provides confusing or unclear deliverables and deadlines for themselves or their team, and does not support their team to 

reprioritise or reallocate tasks when priorities change 

 Fails to challenge or manage team members who ignore or miss deadlines or do not deliver agreed activities on time  

 Puts in place insufficient resource (people or budget) to deliver projects on time or to the right standard  

 Allows the scope of projects and initiatives to expand, evolve or change over time without reflecting, challenging themselves 

and others or acknowledging that change 

 Ignores or forgets existing committed deliverables when considering whether to take on new initiatives. Does not show agility or 

flexibility in responding to change. Retains or commits resources to work when it has been deprioritised 

 
For development options please click here   
 

 

Focus on Outcomes   
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Planning - development suggestions 
Plans work, projects and programmes to ensure results are delivered on time and to quality standards 

    
Foundation Adept Advanced Strategic 

 

Get into the habit of prioritising your 
tasks at the start of the day and week. 
Use a RAG rating or an Eisenhower 
quadrant to identify what is urgent 
and what is important (and what is 
neither. 

 
Estimate the time it will take to 
complete priority tasks (allow time for 
interruptions) s. Block out the right 
amount of time in your diary to do 
these tasks as if you are in a meeting. 
 
Whenever you are uncertain about 
the priority of tasks or a completion 
deadline, ask 

 
If your workload becomes 
unmanageable, or starts to feel as 
though it might, ask for help in 
checking your prioritisation and, 
where necessary, for somebody else 
to help you complete the work  
 
Keep a ‘To Do’ list which should be 
regularly updated and highlight 
priority tasks and deadlines 
 
Identify tasks which you aren't able to 
complete and analyse why that is: are 
you the wrong person to do it? Do you 

Task your team with finding some 
useful, simple project management 
tools (from this or other organisations) 
to help plan and monitor projects/tasks 
across the team 
 
Consider how you could use a work 
planning tool like Trello or a visible 
KanBan board to share team plans, 
objectives and work: this might work for 
day to day tasks or particular projects 
 
Speak to every member of your team at 
least daily to check how they are 
managing with their workload.  
Redistribute or reallocate work to other 
members of the team (or across teams) 
where necessary. Make sure they know 
they can refer to you in case of any 
difficulties 
 
Note priority tasks in your diary 
distributed and check the progress of 
staff to ensure deadlines are met and 
support and a steer is offered where 
needed 
 
Consider how you can involve staff in 
crystallising deliverables and agreeing 
timescales to ensure work is completed 
on time 

Regularly analyse your unit’s 
objectives to work out which areas 
contribute most to the University’s 
strategy and objectives.  Ensure staff 
are made aware of these and involve 
them in working out how they can be 
accelerated achieved or exceeded 
 
Hold a meeting across a team to 
discuss "What Stops?": finding tasks 
to de-prioritise or stop doing across 
the team in order to free up time, 
alleviate pressure and focus on new 
priorities 
 
Before you start a new project or 
piece of work, particularly with a tight 
timetable, bring in a project 
management expert to review your 
proposed approach and make simple 
suggestions of tools or ways of 
working to help track and manage 
delivery, dependencies and progress 
 
Allocate accountabilities and agree 
milestones with team members and 
arrange a regular project meeting 
where each individual reports against 
their accountabilities. Include a risk 
register in those discussions 
 

Instigate a meeting between across 
teams  with common activities to 
discuss how plans correlate and 
interact and how, where possible, you 
can work together to achieve them 
e.g. share resources 
 
Share and engage on your 
contingency plans with colleagues 
who might need to be involved in their 
execution 
 
Undertake a lessons learned activity 
using a simple structure as part of a 
review of a completed project: involve 
stakeholders, other teams and team 
members  
 
Ensure accountabilities are crystal 
clear on all projects and that you have 
only one person (rather than a team 
or number of people) who is ultimately 
accountable for delivering a particular 
project or element of a project. 
Review whether those who are 
accountable for critical elements of a 
project also have required authority 
over others needed to deliver them 

Grades 2, 3, 4 & 5 Grade 6 Grades 7, 8 & 9 

 

SSG  

 

 

Focus on Outcomes   

 

 

https://blog.weekdone.com/guide-how-to-prioritize-tasks-methods-samples-tools/
https://blog.weekdone.com/guide-how-to-prioritize-tasks-methods-samples-tools/
https://trello.com/
https://leankit.com/learn/kanban/kanban-board/
contingency%20plans
contingency%20plans
http://www.funretrospectives.com/flap-activity-future-direction-lessons-learned-accomplishments-and-problem-areas/
http://www.funretrospectives.com/flap-activity-future-direction-lessons-learned-accomplishments-and-problem-areas/
https://www.workfront.com/blog/accountability-vs-responsibility-in-project-management
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lack the right information? Is it the 
wrong time to do it? Once you 
understand clearly why a task can't 
be progressed, you can take steps to 
overcome those barriers. 

 
 
 
 

Review incoming work and projects to 
determine whether, when and by 
whom it should be done, and what 
might need to be deprioritised or 
moved so it can be done 
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Planning - formal learning options 
Plans work, projects and programmes to ensure results are delivered on time and to quality standards 

Face to face learning Online courses Downloadable toolkits and guides 

The face to face project / planning learning offer is 
currently under review  

Project management foundations: This course 
explains the fundamentals of project management, 
from defining the problem, establishing project goals 
and objectives, and building a project plan to 
managing team resources, meeting deadlines, and 
closing the project. It also provides tips for reporting 
on project performance, keeping a project on track, 
and gaining customer acceptance. 

Project management for small projects:  shows how 
to manage smaller scale projects with a simpler yet 
effective approach. It provides an overview of the 
life cycle of a small project, sharing the best 
techniques for planning, getting things done, 
tracking progress, and wrapping up. 

Managing for Results:  This course shares strategies 

which businesses large and small use to manage 
teams, achieve precise results, and intelligently 
execute business strategies. It focuses on three key 
areas: motivation, positive change, and decision 
making. 

Time Management Fundamentals: Learn how to get 
more done in the shortest time possible and avoid 
the obstacles and distractions that can get in the 
way of good time management. 

 

 

Beginner's guide to project management: This guide 
provides a simple reminder or introduction to 
effective project management 

A Useful Guide to Time Management: This Useful 
Guide is designed to help any manager, or member 
of staff who is responsible for others, improve their 
time management skills. It will help you to analyse 
your present use or time, identify problem areas and 
'time thieves', and reprioritise in line with your 
objectives 

Useful guide to effective change: When planning 
more comprehensive organisational change 
projects, consider this guide 

Further guides here 

 

 

Focus on Outcomes   

 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/learning/project-management-foundations
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/project-management-foundations-small-projects-2
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/managing-for-results
https://www.projectsmart.co.uk/white-papers/quick-guide-to-project-management.pdf
http://www.pansophix.com/uul/downloads/sheffield-hallam/a-useful-guide-to-time-management.pdf
http://www.pansophix.com/uul/downloads/sheffield-hallam/a-useful-guide-to-effective-change.doc
http://www.pansophix.com/uul/sheffield-hallam.php

